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THE PLAYGROUND COLLECTION 
by Jeff Rutten Objects 

Jeff Rutten Objects designs and produces functional furniture and applied art objects with a 
high sculptural value. All objects are produced entirely in Belgium with a focus on sustaina-
bility. The approach of designer Jeff Rutten is always a search for symbiosis between func-
tionality and visual value. Designs are purified, there is no room for unnecessary details.





Playground 1.0









Playground 1.0
An outdoor table/sculpture with a pure design, and a bare minimum of lines.

A symbiosis between functionality and visual value.
The lighting is included in the clearly defi ned frame, that lights out the whole of the table, 

due to its diagonal positioning.
The object consists of thick-walled steel tube and a perforated steel table top.

The construction is fully welded with a metalized and a high quality powdercoated fi nish. 
Objects come with a certifi cate of authenticity.

measurement
L 2600 x W 860 x H 1750 mm

RAL  5015 RAL  3016 RAL  6024 RAL  1016

colors









Playground 2.0









Playground 2.0
An outdoor table/sculpture with a pure design, and a bare minimum of lines.

A symbiosis between functionality and visual value.
The lighting is included in the clearly defi ned frame, that lights out the whole of the table, 

due to its diagonal positioning.
The object consists of thick-walled steel tube and a perforated steel table top.

The construction is fully welded with a metalized and a high quality powdercoated fi nish. 
Objects come with a certifi cate of authenticity.

measurement
L 900 x W 900 x H 1950 mm

RAL  5015 RAL  3016 RAL  6024 RAL  1016

colors





Playground 5.0









Playground 5.0
An outdoor table/sculpture with a pure design, and a bare minimum of lines.

A symbiosis between functionality and visual value.
The object consists of thick-walled steel tube and a perforated steel table top.

The construction is fully welded with a metalized and a high quality powdercoated fi nish. 
Objects come with a certifi cate of authenticity.

measurement
L 2000 x W 860 x H 750 mm
L 2600 x W 860 x H 750 mm

RAL  5015 RAL  3016 RAL  6024 RAL  1016

colors









Playground 6.0









Playground 6.0
An outdoor table/sculpture with a pure design, and a bare minimum of lines.

A symbiosis between functionality and visual value.
The object consists of thick-walled steel tube and a perforated steel table top.

The construction is fully welded with a metalized and a high quality powdercoated fi nish. 
Objects come with a certifi cate of authenticity.

measurement
L 1530 x W 1530 x H 750 mm

RAL  5015 RAL  3016 RAL  6024 RAL  1016

colors
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